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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW    
January 25, 2018 
 
SHANSHAN FENG   -3 
 
  
 
Q.  Beautiful day!   
 
SHANSHAN FENG:  Yes, I like it when it is like this first round for the season.  
 
Q.  First round back.  Is there any way you can prepare for something like this?   
 
SHANSHAN FENG:  Um, not really.  I mean, last week in Florida it was sometimes, like, 
weatherwise, temperature was maybe similar, but it wasn't as windy as this, so I didn't practice 
my punch shots and anything like those.  I knew -- (Away from mic.)  This is really windy and my 
ball striking is not 100% yet, so maybe I will miss a lot of greens, so I practice a lot of chipping 
and I did some putting, and that's why I think I did really well today.  I didn't hit many greens, but 
I saved a lot of up-and-downs.   
 
Q.  This is your first time here, so the practice rounds didn't really help you at all to 
prepare for today, did they?   
 
SHANSHAN FENG:  Not really.  Yesterday was totally calm and no wind at all and I was 
expecting like, you know, the scores would be, like, real low today and the cut would be, like, 
real low.  But this morning I asked the girls, I was like, is it normal here, the wind blowing like 
this?  And they're like, well, they're not surprised.  And I'm like, okay, this is an island so I 
understand. 
 
Q.  So you spent the offseason as the No. 1 player in the world.  How was that?   
 
SHANSHAN FENG:  Of course it was good because I think I claimed the No. 1 at the right 
timing because it was like nine, or eight weeks for me?  I didn't do anything!  But I chose the 
right timing to become No. 1, so, I mean, that was a bonus, such a bonus.  So coming into this 
week, I mean, I had no -- no, no, no-- what's that word, yes, expectations, at all.  Sorry.  I don't 
English at home! (Laughter.) (Away from mic.)  I know ball striking is not good yet, but overall 
I'm happy.   
 
Q.  Was there anything at home being No. 1 that was different for you?  Did they have 
parades or were people asking you for autographs or pictures.  
 
SHANSHAN FENG:  Well, I got an award.   
 
Q.  Did you?   
 
SHANSHAN FENG:  Yeah, so that was great.   Did a few interviews, and I really wanted to rest 
because even though I got the free bonus still, coming out I still want to stay there as long as I 
can.  So I wanted to be well rested before I started the season again, so I just rested a lot.   
 
Q.  Have you been able to enjoy the resort, done anything fun at Atlantis?  Restaurants?   
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SHANSHAN FENG:  Not really.  Stayed in my room the whole time.  Sorry!  Tour life for me is 
boring, just golf course and hotel.  That's what I do.   
 
Q.  Yeah.  You don't gamble?   
 
SHANSHAN FENG:  I gamble on the course.   
 
Q.  There you go.   
 
SHANSHAN FENG:  Yeah.   
 
Q.  Gamble against other players?   
 
SHANSHAN FENG:  No.  I was just teasing.  


